Abstract In this paper, we propose a novel global object descriptor, so-called Viewpoint oriented Color-Shape Histogram (VCSH), which combines 3D object's color and shape features. The descriptor is efficiently used in a realtime textured/textureless object recognition and 6D pose estimation system, while also applied for object localization in a coherent semantic map. We build the object model first by registering from multi-view color point clouds, and generate partial-view object color point clouds from different synthetic viewpoints. Thereafter, the extracted color and shape features are correlated as a VCSH to represent the corresponding object patch data. For object recognition, the object can be identified and its initial pose is estimated through matching within our built database. Afterwards the object pose can be optimized by utilizing an iterative closest point strategy. Therefore, all the objects in the observed area are finally recognized and their corresponding accurate poses are retrieved. We validate our approach through a large number of experiments, including daily complex scenarios and indoor semantic mapping. Our method is proven to be efficient by guaranteeing high object recognition rate, accurate pose estimation result as well as exhibiting the capability of dealing with environmental illumination changes.
Introduction
To interact with autonomous mobile robots in unstructured environments, it is essential for a robot to successfully recognize objects, estimate its accurate pose and perform high-level tasks in real time. Therefore, object recognition and pose estimation plays a crucial role in a wide range of robotics applications, and is at the heart of high-level tasks such as object localization for semantic mapping. However, due to large invariance with respect to object size, position, and its viewpoint, heavily cluttered environment, occlusions in the scene, it is a greatly challenging problem [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Some previous approaches have been developed to address the challenges mentioned above. Among those approaches, an efficient object descriptor plays a most critical role. There is a large variety of object descriptors using diversified features. For 2D images, SIFT [6] , SURF [7] and HOG [8] are the most popular features which can be extracted based on an object's photometric properties (texture). Apart from the gray-scale features, color-based features are also widely proposed for object recognition [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, the photometric features have the limitation of being not able to cover all potential poses in 3D space. While for 3D depth images, a wide variety of geometric quantities such as local patches [13] , local moments [14] , volume [15] , polygon surface [16] , spherical harmonics [17] , contour [18] and edge [19] try to emulate comparable features, in order to be used for geometric descriptors. However, these geometric features only describe 3D object's shape primitives while ignoring the photometric information on the object surface.
With the massively increasing usage of newly released RGB-D sensors such as Kinect and stereo cameras, which can provide both photometric and geometrical information, multi-dimensional photometric and geometrical featurebased object descriptor becomes a powerful alternative for object recognition and pose estimation by utilizing such sensors, as have been considered in the works [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Furthermore, an object should be recognized whatever pose it is (scale and rotation invariant), thus the viewpoint component is also necessary to be integrated into the object descriptor building [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Inspired by above, we propose a novel object descriptor efficiently combining object's color and shape features within a textured/textureless object recognition and 6D pose estimation system. The main contributions of this paper thereby include:
• A novel object descriptor Viewpoint oriented ColorShape Histogram combining color and shape features, as well as object viewpoint component.
• A real-time object recognition and pose estimation system which gives high recognition rate and accurate 6D pose recovery under various unstructured environments.
• 3D object recognition and localization for the coherent semantic mapping.
• Performance evaluation on object recognition rate, pose accuracy and stability analysis with respect to illumination changes.
• Live demonstrations and state-of-the-art comparisons.
Parts of our system have been previously described in [43] , this paper presents more comprehensive descriptions as well as significant extensions and enhancements, then applying to various highly challenging scenarios as well as coherent semantic mapping.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the state of the art and related work. Section 3 provides detailed description of VCSH, its integration within object recognition and pose estimation system and object localization in semantic map. The experimental results including the pose accuracy evaluation, stability analysis with illumination and runtime performance are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes the paper and proposes future development roads.
Related work
A large variety of approaches have been proposed for object recognition and pose estimation. Within those approaches, the key role-object descriptors could be mainly classified into two categories: global descriptor and local one. Global object descriptor extracts features from the well-segmented and clustered object data [20, 29, 32] . The object needs to be well clustered and it is sensitive to partial occlusions. Instead, the local descriptor is based on pair-to-pair feature matching from real-scene data which causes high computational cost for final recognition and pose recovery [21, 23, 24, 31, 33] .
More specifically, for global object descriptors, VFH [29] as an extension of FPFH [31] , integrates the viewpoint variant component into the 3D geometrical features. However, it neither allows for object's full pose estimation nor considers texture or color feature. Wohlkinger et al. [32] propose a global 3D descriptor ESF (ensemble of shape functions), which creates the database by generating synthetic views through CAD object models. The combination of angle, point distance and area shape functions are applied on randomly selected point pairs, while local distribution features are accumulated into global descriptor. Nevertheless, ESF neglects the object's photometric information, thus being not able to accurately provide pose estimation. Tang et al. [20] directly uses the Naive Bayesmatching method for object recognition and pose recovery. The object global hue value histogram is generated from the complete mesh object model as object's color feature. Combining with the extracted 3D SIFT from object's texture, the object can be recognized and its pose can be estimated. However, this approach needs the detailed mesh model for training and these objects are restricted to be fully textured.
For local object descriptors, SHOT (signature of histograms of orientations) divides the spherical volume around one point into spherical grids based on the local reference frame [24] . Normal of each point falling into a certain grid is compared with normal of centering point. The angle relationship is counted and represented as histogram on each grid which is then concatenated as a descriptor. CSHOT as an extension of SHOT that adds color information to construct descriptor is presented in [33] . This method relies on a local reference frame, but the reference frame could not be stably estimated for object with rotational symmetry, such as basketball. A real-time object recognition system [21] is proposed using ConVOSCH object descriptor which correlates the geometrical with visual RGB data, but it is not possible to recover the object's accurate pose. Choi et al. [23] define a local object color point pair feature descriptor, which is represented as a hash table combining the geometrical and HSV color information. However, the color information is only utilized for pruning potential false matches while not considered as a general object descriptor for recognition and pose estimation. Moreover, this approach produces high computational cost and is sensitive to high-dimensional parameter settings with respect to different scenes.
Proposed approach
In this section, we provide details on the design of our VCSH descriptor, and how it is integrated into an object recognition and pose estimation system, and finally show that it is efficiently applied for object localization in semantic mapping.
The framework of our proposed approach is illustrated in Fig. 1 . During the offline training phase, we first build the complete 3D object model by registering all the object's RGB-D data of different poses into a single coordinate frame. By using the centroid of object model as origin, we generate a sphere with a certain radius. On the surface of this sphere, a big mount of viewpoints is homogeneously generated with their direction pointing to the sphere origin. Using each of these generated viewpoints, an object patch data which represents the object identification and the corresponding viewpoint pose, is generated. Subsequently, VCSH can be computed as a global object descriptor for each object patch data, within which the color and shape information of all points is used for the descriptor generation. Consequently, an object is represented by the generated VCSH set and stored into the database. During the online recognition and pose estimation phase, the object data are segmented and clustered from the real-world scene, and we compute its corresponding VCSH. Thereafter, the closest hypothesis is retrieved from our generated descriptor database by nearest neighbor searching, with outputting object identification and its initial pose. Finally, the recognized object's accurate 6D pose can be estimated through pose optimization and verification step. In addition, the object recognition and pose estimation system is applied into the coherent semantic map, for the robotic exploration in large-scale map and for further object manipulation. Next, we explain the corresponding parts that are involved in greater detail.
3.1 Building 3D object model Our proposed object model building platform consists of a rotatable plane and a stationary Kinect sensor. After segmentation from the plane and Euclidean distance-based clustering, object color point cloud data {O f } for each single view and its transform {TF f } relative to the initial frame O 0 are captured, where f ¼ f0; . . .; Fg is the frame index. By registering {O f } with {TF f } into a single object coordinate, the whole 3D model X then can be generated as a cluster of color point cloud,
In order to eliminate noises, the Moving Least Squares (MLS) algorithm [36] is utilized to smooth the whole 3D model. Note that the detailed object mesh model and surface texture information are not necessary here.
Synthetic viewpoints generation
For each object model X i ; i ¼ f1; . . .; Ig; we generate J object patch data M j with synthetic viewpoint VP j where j ¼ f1; . . .; Jg: Note that the viewpoint is the sensor's view direction relative to the object. As the view direction Fig. 1 Overview of real-time textured/textureless object recognition and pose estimation system using viewpoint oriented color-shape histogram descriptor should be considered to cover the object's potential 6D poses, the synthetic viewpoints are therefore generated on a half sphere surface, with the origin being the object model's centroid. The synthetic viewpoint position is generated on the sphere surface in elevation and azimuth direction homogeneously; and its direction is pointing to the sphere's origin. With the generated synthetic viewpoint VP j , object patch data M j could be generated according to VP j from the whole 3D object model X by using ray-casting method, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . A pseudocode is also given out in Algorithm 1.
It is necessary to mention that the object model X is not only restricted to the raw color point cloud model as in our platform, but also potential for CAD models.
Subsequently, a global object descriptor is needed to describe each M j with its viewpoint VP j for object recognition and 6D pose recovery.
Viewpoint oriented color-shape histogram
For recognition and pose recovery for objects in our daily life, an object descriptor which consists of both color and shape information is prerequisite. In particular, this descriptor should be able to differentiate the objects which have same shape but different colors and also could deal with textured/textureless objects. In order to fulfill aforementioned requirements, a novel object descriptor viewpoint oriented color-shape histogram is proposed here based on both color and shape features of an object. During VCSH construction, firstly the color of each point p in object patch data M j is smoothly ranged and color distributions for different ranges are estimated. Secondly, the shape features are estimated to describe each point's geometrical relationship with the viewpoint VP j and the M j 's centroid c. Finally, the extracted color and shape feature are correlated and built as VCSH to describe each object patch data M j .
Smoothed color ranging
To represent the uniqueness of color feature for each object patch data, the feature needs to be characterized and color distributions for different ranges should be estimated according to their color values. HSV color space is employed here for better characterizing each point's color feature, due to its robustness to illumination changes [10] . Fig. 2 Sampling the synthetic viewpoints in the upper hemisphere for object patch data generation: red vertices represent the virtual camera viewpoints and the red circles illustrate some generated data from synthetic viewpoints As shown in Fig. 3 , there are chromatic and achromatic areas in SV space, in which the chromatic area represents the true color space while achromatic area represents the gray-scale space; that is, the histogram is divided into eight regions as RE u with the index of u ¼ f0; . . .; 7g; in which six are for chromatic area, and the other two are for achromatic area [39] .
To be more detailed, firstly, we consider the six true color histogram regions RE 0 -RE 5 , which represent six typical colors CR 0 -CR 5 . Each point's hue value then can be quantized into a certain color region CR. However, the hard quantization cannot represent the true color correctly. To overcome this issue, a smoothed ranging method is proposed, by estimating two distributions w H for two consecutive histogram regions RE in true color space.
The detailed steps are presented as follows:
• Identify CR n : red as CR 0 = 0, yellow as CR 1 = 60, green as CR 2 = 120, cyan as CR 3 = 180, blue as CR 4 = 240, purple as CR 5 = 300. Consequently, six histogram ranges are divided based on the color index CR, as RE u ? CR n where u ¼ n ¼ f0; . . .; 5g: • For each color point p, its hue value H is ranged into two consecutive histogram regions RE u and RE u?1 as u = bH/60c, if u = 5, the next histogram region RE u?1 would be reset to RE 0 .
• Estimate color distributions w Hu , w Hu?1 according to the ranged adjacent regions RE u , RE u?1 in true color space, based on the distance from hue value H to CR n and CR n?1 :
Secondly, we consider the achromatic area which consists of two histogram regions RE 6 and RE 7 . When one of the saturation S and value V is near 0 in HSV space, the point color will be represented as gray scale. Since the color in achromatic space is highly sensitive to illumination changes, the previous estimated distributions w Hn and w Hn?1 in true color space should be redesigned according to the influence from S and V. In order to capture the nature color, a soft decision method [34] is employed and we update both chromatic and achromatic components of the histogram. The weight w C of chromatic and w G of achromatic component is determined by S, V, and their sum equals unity:
where r; r 1 2 ½0; 1: To give best precision on true color, r = 0.14 and r 1 = 0.9 are chosen empirically. Furthermore, V is quantized while distribution w 6 and w 7 are calculated for regions RE 6 and RE 7 : w 6 = w G if V \ 0.5, otherwise w 6 = 0; while the value of w 7 is converse.
We therefore update all the previous estimated color distributions as w u and w u?1 , by considering the chromatic weight w C 's influence on true color representation.
Finally, each point p with HSV color value is ranged into three histogram regions hRE u ; RE uþ1 ; RE 6 jRE 7 i with respective contributions being hw u ; w uþ1 ; w 6 jw 7 i:
Shape feature extraction
After the color contributions have been estimated for the specific histogram regions, it is necessary to extract each object patch data M's shape features F ¼ ff 0 ; . . .; f m g for the final histogram building, where m is the point number in M. With object patch data M representing the partial data of the object from viewpoint VP, each point p's geometrical information should be extracted in order to describe the object shape accurately and robustly. Partly inspired by the work in [35] , we extract the shape features depending on point p's relationship with the centroid of M and viewpoint VP. As a global descriptor, the surface normal n p of each point p in M and the centroid c of M are computed at first. The relationship of p and c represents the 3D shape of the object cluster. The relationship of p and VP indicates the rotation of the object cluster relative to the sensor direction. Note that VP and c are represented as the object's 6D pose.
As shown in Fig. 4 , the tangent plane of p is defined as a plane that is orthogonal to p's normal n p . The centroid c is projected to this tangent plane as a point c p . A fourdimensional geometrical feature f consists of two distances and two angles components hd p ; d c ; a; bi; which are calculated as:
In object partial data M, each point p's feature f is calculated. Therefore, for single object model O which contains J object patch data, the final feature set is F ¼ ff 0 ; . . .; f m g with m points, representing the object's shape from a certain viewpoint VP j .
Color and shape feature correlation
To describe an object patch data M with the viewpoint VP discriminatively and comprehensively as a histogram, the VCSH descriptor should be correlated with these two different features. In the smoothed color ranging phase, the whole histogram has been segmented into eight regions. 
The whole histogram has incremental value corresponding to color contributions from all the points in M. During the final object recognition phase, the object's descriptor should not change with varying distance at same view direction. However, the histogram's absolute value of each bin will change according to the object cluster point number. To overcome this problem, the values of histogram are finally normalized with point number. Thus, VCSH could be viewed as a geometrically constrained color feature histogram. As shown in Fig. 5 , color contributions of all points in object patch data with respect to different viewpoints are incrementally added into the certain indexes of whole VCSH, based on smoothed color ranging and shape feature extraction. An example of two picked points in object patch data for the final VCSH generation is illustrated within Fig. 5 , with the step of color-shape features extraction and correlation step. Each patch data of object could be represented as one VCSH. The final correlated histogram has (6 ? 2) 9 (30 9 4) = 960 dimensions. The computational complexity of VCSH is O(n), where n is the point number of object patch data M. Consequently, the final generated histogram gives the possibility for high successful object recognition rate, accurate pose estimation and real-time processing.
Object recognition and pose retrieval
With the built object VCSH descriptors database, we are now going to get the object cluster's identification label L and its general pose P in real scene. Our system first segments and clusters the object cluster C from the background. Two frameworks of segmentation and Planar background environment: The environment could be simplified as all the objects have a planar background, for example, a table surface as shown in Fig. 8a . With the raw RGB-D image from Kinect sensor, the largest plane surface could be extracted by RANSAC [29] , the object clusters C k will be segmented from the plane surface and clustered by Euclidean distance [41] .
Cluttered background environment: The cluttered background environment is represented as a heavily cluttered background. It is difficult to constrain the objects' localization for segmentation and clustering, as the target objects have the possibilities of being with various poses as shown in Fig. 8b . Aiming to solve that, the initial background image is trained in off-line phase based on Octree data structure [40] . With the extracted foreground data, the object clusters C k will be segmented and clustered by Euclidean distance [42] .
Based on object clusters C k , the real-scene objects' VCSH is calculated. The Chi-squared distance v 2 between the real-scene object's VCSH value H(C) and H ij in the trained database is calculated for the best matching, through fast approximate K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) method based on kd-trees [29] . hL; Pi as the best-matched object identification and corresponding pose could be extracted as:
Note that in VCSH definition, P in hL; Pi represents the rotation of the object with respect to the sensor's viewpoint. The centroid of the object cluster in real scene indicates the current position, which is used to update P as the object initial pose.
Object pose optimization and verification
Due to the sampling rate of the synthetic viewpoints during VCSH database building, although the estimated pose P is recovered as the best-matched pose from the built database, P may be not the real pose. Consequently, iterative closest point (ICP) method is employed to further optimize the estimated pose [37, 38] , providing a transform T icp . The sources for ICP are point cloud data of the best-matched object patch data and object cluster in real scene. ICP's accuracy and iteration speed strongly rely on the given initial guess, which could be provided by our estimated pose P. The final pose of the object P final is optimized according to the extracted initial pose P and the ICP optimized transform T icp . Therefore, the final updated object pose P final ¼ T À1 icp Á P is significantly accurate while the iteration speed is fast enough for real-time recognition and pose estimation.
Next, pose verification is necessary to make sure that the optimized pose P final is the correct estimation. The new object patch data M rec will be generated by P final and recognized objects 3D model X using Algorithm 1. Since the final pose is optimized, the detected object patch data M rec might be not in the object model patch dataset that generated from the synthetic viewpoints during modeling. With the calculation for the difference between M rec and the real object cluster data C k , the given threshold composed by the photometric and geometrical difference could reject the false positives.
Object localization in semantic map
Semantic mapping has attracted huge attention in the robotic applications, especially for wide-range navigation and exploration. Therefore, it is obvious that a coherent semantic map, which provides both semantic-level understanding and metric representation of the environment, is very important for intelligent robot to successfully and efficiently perform daily tasks. To fulfill these requirements, our VCSH is an important component for this coherent semantic map building. VCSH could be utilized for the 3D object recognition and accurate pose estimation efficiently and successfully, which provides the possibility for the object localization in the large-scale semantic map. And these results could be retrieved in real time during robot mapping building process. Moreover, VCSH has no constraint for the object type. It can deal with texture and textureless objects using the object's color and shape information. As our coherent mapping building strategy, the laser range data are firstly processed by a grid mapping algorithm to generate an occupancy grid map of the environment and to provide a coherent global coordinate system. In our work, we have used the GMapping [44] algorithm for this purpose. The resulting grid map is then used as input for the process of parametric environment abstraction which uses rectangular space units to approximate the geometry and the topology of the perceived environment. Within each space unit, unknown areas of the grid map are detected based on connected-components analysis.
Such areas are considered as obstacles which cannot be traversed by robots. More details on parametric environment abstraction can be found in [45] . On the other hand, 3D objects are localized in the global semantic map using our proposed object recognition and 6D pose estimation method. Finally, a coherent semantic map that captures the geometrical, topological and object information of the operating environment is generated by incorporating the 3D object information into the parametric environment model.
Experimental results
We perform experiments where the goal is to evaluate our proposed viewpoint oriented color-shape histogram descriptor and the entire system. First, an object dataset consisting more than 25 objects is built, where some objects have the same shape but different color information on the surface. As shown in Fig. 6a , the platform could be rotated by different angles using a KUKA arm end-effector controller. With a stationary Kinect sensor mounted on the robot, the color point cloud of the object can be captured with respect to the different rotating angles. Furthermore, a calibration ball is used to determine and optimize the final object model's coordination. In total, for each object, 25 frames of data with 10°as an angle step are captured at different poses. Some objects have the same shape but different color information such as COLA, SPRITE can. Some objects are textureless, such as the emergency button (Fig. 6c ). During object model building, we assume that the object is standing on the table, its bottom part data are not in considered for the whole object model.
During the object patch data generation, the viewpoints are sampled on the upper sphere surface around the object origin with radius of 0.8 m. For every 10°in elevation range [10°, 80°] and every 2°in azimuth range [0°, 360°], a synthetic viewpoint and the relative object patch data are both generated. Therefore, 7 9 180 = 1,260 synthetic views patch data for each object model are generated totally. In our database, each viewpoint object patch data contains around 1,000-2,000 color points. Consequently, each object is represented as 1,260 VCSH descriptors with respect to different viewpoints, which cover object's full potential poses.
To demonstrate our performance, we design multiple challenging scenarios. Some special objects are chosen to present VCSH's stability of recognition and also pose accuracy. There are some objects which have the same shape but the different visual information, some with texture or textureless surface. This challenge of common object recognition and accurate pose estimation with high speed could not be solved by existing techniques [20-23, 29, 31] . We firstly use the object patch data within the database to perform closest VCSH retrieval accuracy. One VCSH in database is chosen to present the correction of its recognition and the relevant viewpoint retrieval. As shown in Fig. 7 , the green scores present these nine closest neighbors' VCSH distances with the target. The chosen object patch data's VCSH could be recognized correctly. All the object patch data in dataset can be correctly retrieved with 100 % success rate.
Secondly, we demonstrate real-time object recognition and 6D pose estimation using the real-scene RGB-D data, which is captured from a single Kinect on an autonomous mobile robot. Because of Kinect's data acquisition range, the objects should be within the distance of 0.5-3.5 m with respect to the sensor. The recognized objects' 3D models (a) (b) (c) Fig. 6 Object 3D modeling, model data represent as the color point clouds. a The platform for modeling; b all frames object data from Kinect sensor; c some object models in our dataset Fig. 7 Extract nine closest object VCSHs with relevant viewpoints in the dataset, after the recognition step using the simulation data. The green markers present the distances to the chosen VCSH as the target J Real-Time Image Proc (2015) 10:667-682 675 are projected into the real scene with estimated 6D poses as shown in Fig. 8 . For the planar background scenario Fig. 8a , we extracted the object cluster with the assumption that the planar surface where all the objects standing on should covers the 50 % of the whole point clouds. Figure 8b illustrates the cluttered background scenario. The background should be trained at first, and all the objects have no geometrical constraints in real scene. The objects for the experiments include the textured (teabag box and milk bottle) and also the textureless (emergence button). Same shape and different color objects are also tested such as various teabag boxes to present the necessary for the object descriptor combined with color and shape features. All the trained objects could be correctly recognized and Our VCSH is a global object descriptor combining visual and shape features. Its geometrical feature is based on the centroid of the object cluster in real scene. With these limitations, all the objects for the demonstrations should be rigid and not be reflective or transparent. In addition, these objects should be well segmented from the environment background. As described in Sect. 3.4 and experimental results shown in Fig. 8 , our system could effectively deal with planar background and cluttered environment background. To analyze the object occlusion's influence for the final results, we utilized multiple experiments for multiple objects with manual configurations for occlusion. During the experimental testing, if the object's occluded colored point clouds are less than 8 % of the ideal whole object data, our VCSH provides stable and correct results for both of recognition and 6D pose estimation.
Furthermore, we apply our object recognition and 6D pose estimation method in semantic mapping for an indoor environment, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . As shown in Fig. 9a , the resulting coherent semantic map correctly interprets the perceived environment with space units U1; U2; . . .; U6 and a corresponding topology (connectivity by doors and adjacency). In Fig. 9b , these detected obstacles essentially represent the furniture of the perceived environment, such as tables and cabinets. 3D parametric model along with the detected 3D objects are shown in Fig. 9c . Here, the detected table planes and objects are back-projected in the map. Figure 9d depicts the details of object recognition and localization. In space units U1, U2 and U5, several 3D objects are recognized and localized regarding their 6D poses. By cell-wise checking of our parametric model and the input grid map, we measured an accuracy of 94.1 % for geometry approximation. The mismatch of 5.9 % is mainly due to some not-fully explored areas of the input map. Table 1 presents the state-of-the-art methods on the topic of object recognition and 6D pose estimation. There are mainly two types of descriptors including global and local. In particular, the local type is similar to the method of model registration. It could solve the problem when object data contain occlusions, using the pairwise matching with different features. However, this method requires high computational cost and is not suitable for real-time processing such as robotic applications. Furthermore, most of the local object descriptors must have the prior knowledge about the object's existence in real scene, such as CPPF [23] . Instead, in this paper, we introduce a new global object descriptor VCSH. Compared with other global methods such as VFH [29] and Tang [20] , we can retrieve accurate 6D pose, which cannot be solved in VFH [29] . Moreover, VFH [29] only uses shape features, thus cannot distinguish the objects with same shape but different visual appearance. Tang [20] which is the most similar work to ours, uses the SIFT feature based on the objects surface texture information. This method constrains the target objects to be textured with high quality and cannot deal with the textureless object, such as emergency button in our dataset. Our VCSH is based on object's color and shape features, thus has no object model type constraints, and could deal with the textured and textureless objects. Comparatively, most of the methods have their object model constraints, such as textured (Tang [20] ), uniform color (LINEMOD [30] ), depth only (VFH [29] ). To the best of our knowledge, we are currently among the first to solve these problems with high recognition rate, accurate 6D pose estimation and low computational cost, without any object model constraints by combining the photometric and geometric information.
In general, our framework can reach the correct recognition and pose at 92 %, correct recognition but wrong pose at 6 % and 2 % for wrong recognition over 1,000 demonstrations. Computational cost and runtime performance are very important for applying our framework into the autonomous mobile robot's applications. The runtime performance for single object recognition and pose recovery is evaluated, we compare with the result from Tang et al. [20] as shown in Table 2 on similar scenario setups. All experiments run on AMD X6 3.0 GHz with 8 GB of RAM, while Tang et al. use 6-core 3.2 GHz i7 with 24 GB of RAM. For the single object recognition and pose recovery, it costs around 1 s without any GPU speed-up architecture. Our framework's runtime outperformance brings the opportunities for the real-time robotic applications, for instance, object grasping and manipulation based on perceptual system.
To further evaluate the pose accuracy using our proposed approach, QUALISYS motion capture system 2 is employed to capture the ground truth of the sensor pose. The robot with the Kinect sensor moves around the stationary object. The camera pose is estimated with two methods for accuracy analysis: (1) recovered pose with respect to the stationary object from our proposed method; (2) estimated pose using QUALISYS system as the ground truth. By transforming these data into the world coordinate, we compare the estimated pose with its ground truth to get the pose recovery accuracy, as shown in Fig. 10 . The root mean square error (RMSE) during the whole 10 frames is calculated for the pose accuracy analysis. From Table 1 , the 6D pose errors compared with the ground truth are 23.4 mm in translation and 1.59°in rotation, while in work [20] are 50 mm and 10°, respectively. Our VCSH outperforms Tang et al.'s method both in translation and rotation accuracy with similar object models for the similar scenarios. As the object's color information as photometric features is extracted for VCSH generation, the stability with illumination changes is a crucial aspect, therefore, it needs to be analyzed. We utilize one light meter DT1309 to estimate the object's surrounding illumination intensity under an adjustable white LED array light. The stability is evaluated by the differences between the estimated objects' VCSH under various illumination conditions and their target VCSH (correct identification and pose) in the database. As illustrated in Fig. 11 , when the illumination intensity exceeds 50 lux, all the objects' histogram differences remain under 220 and would be stable until 700 lux, which is the maximum illumination intensity. Note that the object modeling environment is under around 230 lux, while most of the common indoor and outdoor light condition is from 150 to 400 lux. From the result of stability analysis, our recognition and pose estimation framework, especially VCSH object descriptor is stable enough under varying illumination intensity.
From the above experimental results, our proposed approach consisting of a novel object descriptor VCSH is efficient and robust. It guarantees high object recognition rate, fast and accurate pose estimation as well as exhibits the capability of dealing with illumination changes.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we presented a framework consisting of a global object descriptor Viewpoint oriented Color-Shape Histogram, which combines color and shape information for object recognition and 6D pose estimation. The proposed approach could be easily integrated into various robotic perception system for daily textured/textureless objects recognition and 6D pose estimation in real time. In addition, we successfully incorporated within a coherent semantic map, which could be used for robot exploration of objects in a large-scale map. Our approach achieves 92 % success object recognition rate for both of correct object identification and pose retrieval. The estimation error of recognized object's 6D pose is under 24 mm in translation and 1.6°in rotation. Our proposed framework has low computation cost. For a single object, it spends less than 1 s to recognize and estimate its accurate pose estimation after the pose optimization. Moreover, our VCSH is efficient and stable enough under varying illumination intensity in the common environment. Our experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach is proven to be efficient by guaranteeing high object recognition rate, accurate pose estimation result. Moreover, it exhibits the capability of dealing with environmental illumination changes. Future work will focus on the system speed up based on GPU implementation and model building of wider-variety objects. 
